The penis-headed
xenomorphs go all
survival horror!

YOU PLAY AS RIPLEY!

THE STORY!

Although not Sigourney Weaver's iconic heroine from the
fi lms. This game features her daughter, Amanda, who was
briefly mentioned in th e director's cut of t he 1986 movie
Aliens, on a mission to find her mum.

Set 15 years after the events of Alien, it begins with the
discovery of t he fl ight recorde r from the Nostromo - the
spaceship from that fi lm. The recorder's taken to a space
station which just happens to have an alien on t he loose.

THE ALIEN IS TERRIFYING!

YOU' RE THE PREY!

HIGH-STAKES HIDE AND SEEK!

"Our alien is a truly terrifying creature, as intelligent as he
is hostile, relentless, brutal and unstoppable," is how the
developer describes your toothy stalker. It's a constan t t hreat
in t he game, providing ridiculous tension.

The "survival horror" bit is very simple - t he game's single
alien stalks you throughout and you have to survive,
improvising tools, weapons and solving puzzles in order
to keep one step ahead of frenzied death.

Very rarely will you have a gun, and firing it can cause more
t rouble than good. So you'll spend much of your time simply
t rying to traverse an alien- filled room without it spotting you,
by holding your breath and fil ling your spacepants!
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IN RECENT
times, Alien
games have been
a bit, well, "West Ham·.
Sega, luckily, is hoping
to address that with this:
Alien Isolation. Hoping
very much to stay true
to the premise of the first
game, there's one venue
a trading station on the
fringes of space and
just one alien, stalking
you like a particularly
determined paparazzo.
Tt's out this Christmas.
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release on PC,
PS3.PS4, Xbox
360 and Xbox

